In 1890 Illinois Institute of Technology was founded in order to lift up people of all backgrounds with education that would help them meet the needs of the age. Rankings based on the United States Department of Education College Scorecard, which offers the public access to years of federal government data on U.S. colleges and universities, show that 128 years on, Illinois Tech is fulfilling its mission.

**ABET ACCREDITED**

ITM is one of 38 IT programs in the nation accredited by ABET

**NSA CENTER FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN**

Cyber Defense designation (one of 176 schools in the nation)

**COLLEGE CHOICES RANKING**

OF 7 in the nation for “bachelor degree in information technology”

**NICHE’S 2019 RANKING**

of #22 in the nation for “best colleges for information technology”

**CYBERDEGREES.ORG RANKING**

of #15 in the US and number #1 in Illinois for “online master degree in information technology”

**STUDY.COM TOP 4**

ranking based on the US News and World Report of 2017 for “masters degree" program
UNIVERSITIES.COM RANKING OF
for “best cyber security colleges in Illinois”

UNIVERSITIES.COM
RANKING OF
2

cybersecuritydegrees.com
ranking of
#1
for the “best cyber security degrees in Illinois for 2018”

cybersecurityventures.com
ranking as “one of the best cybersecurity programs in the Midwest Region”

bestcolleges.com
ranking of
#5
in the nation for
the “best online master’s in Information Systems and Technology for 2018”

ACCREDEDTSCHOOLS
ONLINE.ORG
ranking of
#11
in the nation for the “best accredited information technology degrees for 2018”

Accreditedschoolsonline.org
ranking of
#2
for “online masters in IT programs”

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
School of Applied Technology